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Investment thesis
As laid out in our 31 October 2016 Alibaba report-Part 1: Why we see GMV growth to the
upside, we see potential upside in user engagement and GMV driven by Alibaba’s “social
commerce” and interface personalization initiatives. We believe that Alibaba is more than just
an ecommerce company. We argue that through “social commerce” via video, live
broadcasting, news feed, shopping experience sharing and interest groups, user
engagement and GMV will continue to trend higher. Alibaba empowers merchants with
interface personalization tools for better user targeting, which will likely lead to incremental
GMV. Post our 31 October 2016 report, we have tracked how these “social commerce” and
interface personalization initiatives are evolving and how brands adopt these initiatives over
time. We have also tried to quantify the potential incremental GMV and ad revenues driven
by these initiatives.
Live broadcasting: We have seen an increase in the number of live broadcasts. According
to management during the earnings call in September quarter 2016, the number of Taobao
live broadcasting sessions was close to 170,000 in September quarter 2016 , implying a
daily number of less than 2,000. Reported by Alizila, the news hub for Alibaba, the average
daily number of Taobao live broadcasts reached to some 5,000 in December 2016.
According to Alizila, during 21 October-11 November, more than 600 international brands
used Tmall live broadcasting. There are over 100,000 brands on Tmall, therefore the overall
adoption rate of Tmall live broadcasting among brands may be still below 1%. We have seen
several cases of how brands and merchants use live broadcasting to drive engagement and
sales. For example, on 16 February 2017, Lion Corporation, the beauty and personal care
brand, broadcasted a show in Tmall, and sales during this live broadcast were three-fold the
sales in normal times, according to digitaling.com. Since October 2016, Taobao and Tmall
live broadcasting has improved content discovery efficiency with the notification, search and
replay function. Taobao live broadcasting introduced the notification function, and we believe
the notification function can help merchant/KOL acquire traffic before the live broadcasting
starts. Taobao live broadcasting added the search function, so that users can search for a
live broadcasting host or merchant. Taobao live broadcasting added the replay function, so
that users can watch past live broadcastings hosted by a merchant/KOL. We believe that,
with the replay function, Alibaba’s live broadcasting does not only offer one-off content, but
also offers content that can be on-demand and available 24/7, driving incremental
viewership.
Video: Merchants or KOLs can place videos in the product details page, storefront page,
newsfeed, and Weitao page. Merchants and KOLs can insert product purchase link,
coupons and red envelopes in their videos. To use the mobile video service, merchants can
buy mobile video service packages which charge based on data usage and time period. As
stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page, 146.6k merchants have bought the mobile
video product as of 28 March 2017, more than three-fold the 46k as of 28 October, 2016. Yet
this is a penetration rate of far less than 5%. Starting from September 2016, Taobao and
Tmall have been testing a new function that allows merchants to place a 60-second mobile
video instead of pictures in the product profile section. We believe videos are more
information rich than pictures, therefore the use of videos can potentially lift conversion rate.
We have tracked how brands use videos to engage with users. For example, we note that
Huawei’s Honor posted 15 videos in its Weitao between 1 May 2016 and 13 March 2017.
The video usage of Huawei’s Honor is related to its new product launch cycle. In July 2016,
Huawei’s Honor launched its new Honor 8 mobile phone, and it placed seven videos in July
2016.
Social initiatives: We have seen an increase in user base for the social initiatives.
According to Alizila, Taobao newsfeed’s MAU grew to more than 100m in December 2016,
25% up from the level in April 2016. According to Taobao (reported by Sina), in December
2016, 60%+ of questions were answered within 10 minutes, an improvement from the 50%+
level in June 2016. Reported by iwshang.com, the daily total visits for Taobao’s Q&A reached
~30mn in December 2016. We looked into brands’ activities in Weitao, and we believe
brands may have been ramping up the usage of Weitao. For example, prior to April 2016,
Maybelline posted less than 30 Weitao feeds every month; between April 2016 and August
2016, Maybelline posted 30-60 Weitao feeds every month; since September 2016,
Maybelline posted over 90 Weitao feeds every month, equivalent to 3+ feeds per day on
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average. We compared the number of feeds posted by Maybelline’s flagship store in Weitao
and in Weibo, and we find that Weitao has become a more important user engagement
channel for Maybelline’s flagship store.
Interface personalization: According to management in the earnings call, more than
400,000 merchants customized their storefront interface during Double 11 promotions. We
have seen innovative marketing approaches with the help of the storefront personalization
function. Merchants can also personalize promotions in the product page with the intelligent
product recommendation tool.
Potential incremental GMV: We see the potential for Alibaba to generate incremental GMV
from live broadcasts, videos, social channels and interface personalization initiatives. We
estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV in FY18 could be CNY83b-2,519b, or 247% of FY18 total GMV, as summarized in the table below.
Fig 1 Potential incremental GMV
Incremental GMV (CNYb)

As a % of FY18 total GMV Ref

Low end

High end

Low end

29

585

0.6%

12.3% Fig 16 (page 14)

Potential incremental GMV from videos (by placing videos in
product page)

9

379

0.2%

8.0% Fig 29 (page 23)

Potential incremental GMV from videos (by adding product
purchase link in videos)

8

315

0.2%

6.6% Fig 24 (page 20)

Potential incremental GMV from social channels including
Taobao newsfeed, Weitao, Q&A and shopping experience
sharing

21

401

0.4%

8.5% Fig 42 (page 32)

Potential incremental GMV from storefront personalization

9

285

0.2%

6.0% Fig 52 (page 40)

Potential incremental GMV from intelligent product
recommendation

7

261

0.1%

5.5% Fig 55 (page 42)

83

2,226

1.8%

Potential incremental GMV from live broadcastings

Total potential incremental GMV

High end

46.9%

Source: Mizuho research

Potential incremental ad revenues: We see the potential for Alibaba to generate ad
revenues from video ads in live broadcasts, promoted video feed ads, and promoted feed
ads. We estimate that the potential annual incremental ad revenues in FY18 could be
CNY5.1b-24.3b, or 2-10% of FY18 top line, as summarized in the table below.
Fig 2 Potential incremental ad revenues
Incremental ad
revenues (CNYb)

As a % of FY18 total
revenues

Low end High end

Ref

Low end High end

Potential incremental pre-roll or mid-roll video ad revenues from
live broadcastings

2.4

4.9

1.1%

2.3% Fig 17 (page 15)

Potential incremental promoted video feed ad revenues from
videos

2.2

12.2

1.0%

5.6% Fig 30 (page 24)

Potential incremental promoted feed ad revenues from Taobao
newsfeed and Weitao

0.5

4.8

0.2%

2.2% Fig 43 (page 33)

Total potential incremental ad revenues

5.1

21.9

2.4%

10.1%

Source: Mizuho research

We reiterate our DCF-based PO of USD140 and maintain our earnings estimates. We expect
total revenues to be CNY156.84bn (+55.1% YoY) for FY17 and CNY216.22bn (+37.9% YoY)
for FY18. Our FY 18 top line estimate of CNY216.22bn (+37.9% YoY) is 5% higher than the
consensus estimate of CNY205.33b (+31.8% YoY), because we expect “social commerce”
initiatives to potentially contribute incremental revenues. We expect FY18 GMV growth rate
to slightly reaccelerate from 23.7% YoY in FY17 to 24.0% YoY in FY18. Our FY18 GMV
estimate of CNY4,742.1bn (+24.0% YoY) may potentially be 7% higher than consensus
estimate of CNY4,415bn (+16.5% YoY), as we expect “social commerce” and interface
personalization initiatives to potentially drive incremental GMV. We expect the blended
monetization rate to be 2.99% for FY17 and 3.33% for FY18. We expect non-GAAP EBITDA
margin to be 46.8% for FY17 and 46.5% for FY18. We expect non-GAAP EPS estimate to be
CNY24.10 for FY17 and CNY32.40 for FY18.
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Live broadcasting in Alibaba
Summary
We have seen evidence that the live broadcasting function can drive Alibaba’s user
engagement, as we have seen that the launch of the live broadcasting function helped drive
engagement level in social platforms, including Facebook, Weibo and Momo. Taobao and
Tmall Live broadcasting incorporate the shopping function, so that users can simply click to
buy products promoted in the live broadcasts. Taobao and Tmall live broadcasting allow
merchants / KOLs to distribute coupons and red envelopes during live broadcasting. Taobao
and Tmall’s live broadcasting has improved content discovery efficiency with the notification,
search and replay function. We have seen more Taobao and Tmall live broadcastings that
offer content beyond purely product information. For example, cross-border ecommerce
merchants broadcast how they source merchandise from offline stores located overseas.
According to management in earnings call in September quarter 2016, the number of
Taobao live broadcasting was close to 170,000 in September quarter 2016 , implying a daily
number of less than 2,000. Reported by Alizila, the news hub for Alibaba, the average daily
number of Taobao live broadcasts reached to some 5,000 in December 2016. According to
Alizila, during 21 October-11 November, more than 600 international brands used Tmall live
broadcasting. There are over 100,000 brands on Tmall, therefore the overall adoption rate of
Tmall live broadcasting among brands may be still below 1%.
We have seen merchants driving transactions meaningfully through live broadcasting in
Taobao and Tmall. Reported by Alizila, in December 2016, as many as ~40% of Taobao live
broadcasting’s viewers visited the promoted stores. We have seen several cases of how
brands and merchants use live broadcasting to drive engagement and sales. For example,
Lion corporation, the beauty and personal care brand, broadcasted a show in Tmall on 29
October 2016 and the live broadcast received 6.6m “like” clicks, 75k comments, distributed
6.5k coupons, and helped the brand’s store acquire 20k followers, according to
goldenmouse.cn.
On 16 February 2017, Lion Corporation broadcasted another show in Tmall, and sales
during this live broadcast were three-fold the sales in normal times, according to
digitaling.com. Honor conducted 17 live broadcasts between 11 November 2016 to 13 March
2017, and the live broadcasts received an aggregate of 4.1m “like” clicks. We expect that, as
more and more merchants and brands adopt live broadcastings, there can be potential
upside to better brand and product awareness, leading to better conversion and GMV.
Reported by Alizila, in December 2016, as much as ~40% of Taobao live broadcasting’s
viewers visited the promoted stores. As shown in Fig 16 (page 14), we estimate that the
potential annual incremental GMV in FY18 driven by live broadcasts could range from
CNY29b, or 0.6% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 0.5% transaction conversion rate and 5,000
daily live broadcasts) to CNY585b, or 12.3% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 5% transaction
conversion rate and 10,000 daily live broadcasts).
We believe the live videos may contribute incremental ad revenues with pre-roll or mid-roll
ads for Alibaba. As shown in Fig 17 (page 15), we estimate that the potential annual ad
revenues for live broadcasts (including replay of live broadcasts) in FY18 could range from
CNY2.4b, or 1.1% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 5,000 daily live broadcasts) to
CNY4.9b, or 2.3% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 10,000 daily live broadcasts).
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Taobao and Tmall Live Broadcasting
In Mobile Taobao or Tmall app, users can access Taobao Live Broadcasting channel and
Tmall Live Broadcasting channel in the app’s home page. After users enter the live
broadcasting channel, users can browse a list of live broadcasts and each live broadcast is
like a virtual showroom for merchants and KOLs. If users are interested in the product
promoted by the host, users can: 1) click the item to access the product page; or 2) click the
shopping cart icon to add the product to the shopping cart without even without leaving the
live broadcasting page.
Fig 3 Taobao live broadcasting
Taobao live broadcasting home page

Taobao home page

A Taobao live broadcasting
Click to
follow the
host

Taobao live broadcasting

Message
box

Click to see a list of
products promoted in
the broadcast

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 4 Taobao live broadcasting page with the product list

Fig 5 Taobao product page

When users
click the
product in live
broadcast, they
are directed to
product page

Click to add to
shopping cart
T

Buy

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Fig 6 Tmall live broadcasting

Tm all home page

Tm all live broadcasting home page
A list of live
broadcasting
programs with
different themes,
such as beauty

A list of products
promoted in the
broadcast

Tmall live broadcasting tab

A list of
popular live
broadcasts

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 7 Tmall Live Broadcasting page

Fig 8 Tmall product details page

The live broadcast
When users click the
product in live
broadcast, they are
directed to product
page

Comments
Buy

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Live broadcasting can be accessible through Weitao: Starting from July 2016,
Merchants and KOLs can post a feed of their live broadcasts in Weitao page, so that
their followers can simply click to watch the live broadcast.
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Fig 9 A feed about live broadcasting in Weitao page

The live
broadcast

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Live broadcasting enables promotional activities: Starting from July 2016, Taobao
and Tmall live broadcasting allows merchants/KOLs to distribute coupons and red
envelopes during live broadcasting, see the charts below. We expect the promotions to
help drive engagement and sales. For example, as shown in the second screenshot
below, a shoes merchant BaiGuDuo distributed a red envelope during the live
broadcasting; we find that, right before the host sent the red envelope, there were
37.62k viewers and the broadcast received 300.4k “like” clicks; after the red envelope,
the number of viewer increased to 38.05k and the number of “like” clicks increased to
303.9k. We expect the coupons to help drive sales. According to Vouchercloud.com, a
discount voucher website, 57% of shoppers would have abandoned their purchase
without a coupon and 91% of coupon redeemers said they will shop with a brand again
after using its coupon.
Fig 10 Coupon and red envelope in live broadcasting
Coupon

Red envelope

Red envelope

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Live broadcasting has improved content discovery efficiency with the notification,
search and replay function:
In October 2016, Taobao live broadcasting introduced the notification function. In the
main page of live broadcasting channel, users can select from a list of upcoming live
broadcastings and then click the “notification” bottom to get notified when the selected
live broadcasting goes on air. We believe the notification function can help
merchant/KOL acquire traffic before the live broadcasting starts. We tried the notification
function with a broadcasting from a KOL named LA-Bingbing on 24 March 2017. As
soon as we got the notification that the live broadcasting started, we clicked to watch the
live broadcasting and found that there were already 5,852 viewers. We estimate that the
majority of the 5,852 viewers may be users who used the notification function,
suggesting that the notification function can help with traffic acquisition. As the users can
get push notification about live broadcasting even when the users are not in Taobao, we
believe the push notification function can lead to incremental app launches for Taobao.
According to Localytics, a mobile app analytics company, users who receive push
notifications launch the app for 88% more times than users who don't.

Fig 11 Taobao Live broadcasting page

A list of upcoming Taobao live
broadcasting

Get notification for this live
broadcasting

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

In March 2017, Taobao live broadcasting added the search function, so that users can
search for a live broadcasting host or merchant. Currently Tmall live broadcasting has
not introduced the search function, but we expect it to add such function as content
volume increases. We believe the search function can improve content discovery
efficiency. We see the potential for Alibaba to further improve the search function so that
users can search for a specific live broadcasting content.
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Fig 12 Search in Taobao live broadcasting
Taobao live broadcasting search result page

Taobao live broadcasting m ain page

Search
keyword

feed
Search button

Search results in
Taobao live
broadcasting

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Tmall live broadcasting had enabled replay of past live broadcastings. After October 2016,
Taobao live broadcasting added the replay function, so that users can see past live
broadcastings hosted by a merchant/KOL (Key Opinion Leader) and watch the replay of
them. We believe that, with the replay function, Alibaba’s live broadcasting does not only
offer one-off content, but also offers content that can be on-demand and available 24/7,
driving incremental viewership. As shown in the charts below, we checked the number of
viewers for five live broadcasts hosted by a KOL, Beauty XiXi, and we note that the
aggregate number of viewers was 175,075 on March 7, 2017, up 22% from that on February
5, 2017, with incremental viewership coming from the replay function.
Fig 13 Taobao live broadcasts hosted by a KOL, Beauty XiXi
A list of Taobao
live broadcasts
hosted by a KOL,
Beauty XiXi
For the same live broadcast, aggregate viewer number
was 23,766 on February 5 vs 27,884 on March 7
For the same live broadcast, aggregate viewer number
was 26,747 on February 5 vs 33,284 on March 7

Replay

For the same live broadcast, aggregate viewer number
was 26,535 on February 5 vs 32,421 on March 7
For the same live broadcast, aggregate viewer number
was 28,350 on February 5 vs 35,627 on March 7
For the same live broadcast, aggregate viewer number
was 37,548 on February 5 vs 45,859 on March 7

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Alibaba’s live broadcasting continues to gain momentum
According to management in the earnings call in September quarter 2016, the number of
Taobao live broadcasting was close to 170,000 in September quarter 2016, implying a daily
number of less than 2,000. Reported by Alizila, the news hub for Alibaba, the average daily
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number of Taobao live broadcasts reached to some 5,000 in December 2016, up about
150% QoQ. We estimate that QoQ growth for GMV in December quarter was 39%,
significantly lower than the 150% QoQ growth for live broadcasting sessions, therefore we
believe the growth in live broadcasting sessions was not only attributable to seasonality but
also driven by an increase in adoption. We expect live broadcasting to continue to drive
overall time spent for Alibaba. According to Alibaba, the average view time per user for
Taobao live broadcasting was 11.2 minutes. According to Alizila, during 21 October-11
November, more than 600 international brands used Tmall live broadcasting. There are over
100,000 brands on Tmall, therefore the overall adoption rate of Tmall live broadcasting
among brands may be still below 1%.
In our 31 October 2016 report-Part 1: Why we see GMV growth to the upside, we showed
how brands including Wyeth, Oreo, Vichy and Maybelline drove engagement and transaction
through live broadcasting in Taobao and Tmall. Recently, we have seen other cases and we
listed some of them below:


Lion Corporation, the Japan-based beauty and personal care brand: On 29 October
2016, the brand broadcasted a show in which a male model showcased the tooth brush
of the brand. The live broadcast received 6.6m “like”s, 75k comments, distributed 6.5k
coupons, and helped the brand’s store acquire 20k followers, according to
goldenmouse.cn. On 16 February 2017, the brand, to promote sales on Valentine’s Day,
broadcasted a show in which two male models showcased the tooth brush of the brand.
Sales during this live broadcast were three-fold the sales in normal time, according to
digitaling.com.



Maimaiche.com, Ucar’s O2O new car sales subsidiary: On 9 January 2017, the
merchant broadcasted a show in which a celebrity Wong Cho Lam promoted the store.
We find that this live broadcast attracted 40k views and received over 760k “like”s.
According to Maimaiche.com, during the live broadcast, for the classic car of the brand
Cruze, its total order value exceeded CNY228m and total order volume reached 2,717.
According to Netease News, for the same classic car of the brand Cruze, its total order
value was close to CNY360m in Tmall on November 11, 2016. Therefore the order value
of CNY228m during the live broadcasting in January was able to reach over 60% of the
CNY360m peak order value on Double 11, demonstrating the strong capability of live
broadcasting in terms of driving sales.



Huawei’s mobile phone brand, Honor: To promote its product, a portable power bank,
during Double 11, Honor conducted a series of six live broadcastings every day between
5 November 2016 to 10 November 2016. In the live broadcastings, Honor used its
portable power bank to try different difficult tasks, for example, using five power banks to
charge a Tesla car and enable the car to run for 1km. On aggregate, the live broadcasts
attracted 66.5k viewers and received 191k comments, according to goldenmouse.cn.
Reported by Sohu News, Honor’s portable power bank was the bestselling portable
power bank during Double 11 in Tmall in 2016, and we believe the live broadcastings
may have helped to drive the sales.
Honor conducted 17 live broadcasts between 11 November 2016 and 13 March 2017. In
the chart below, we list each live broadcast with date and number of “like”. Honor has
been active in live broadcasting with at least one live broadcast per month. We note that
the user engagement level varied depending on the content. For example, Honor’s live
broadcasting on 23 November 2016 received over 1.2m “like”s, highest number of “like”
among its live broadcasts. In this live broadcasting, the hosts visited a third party
technical examination lab to test the Honor 5C mobile phone under an extreme situation,
such as falling down from a high place or being pressured.
However it seems that when the content gets too technical, the engagement level gets
lower: the live broadcasting on 24 November 2016 showed the teardown of Honor 6x
mobile phone and received just around 0.2m “like”s, and the live broadcasting on 1
December 2016 introduced the new EMUI5 mobile phone operating system and
received less than 0.2m “like”s. The live broadcasting of new product launch event was
well received: the live broadcasting for the launch event of Honor Magic mobile phone
on 16 December 2016 and the live broadcasting for the launch event of Honor V9 and
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Honor 8 mobile phones on 21 February 2017 both received around 0.4m “like”s. It
seems that the host of the live broadcasting may also impact the user engagement level.
The live broadcasting on 8 March 2017 invited a good looking female professional host
to run the broadcast and received over 0.4m “like”s. The live broadcasting on 9 February
2017 used two male staff of Honor to host the broadcast and received less than 0.05m
“like”s.
Fig 14 Huawei Honor’s Tmall live broadcastings

Honor's Tmall live broadcastings

11/16/2016
11/23/2016
11/24/2016
12/1/2016
12/8/2016
12/16/2016
12/17/2016
12/17/2016
12/22/2016
12/29/2016
12/31/2016
1/12/2017
2/9/2017
2/13/2017
2/21/2017
3/8/2017
3/9/2017

1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
-

Number of "like" received
Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Maybelline: On 14 April 2016, it broadcasted its new lipstick release conference, in which a
celebrity Angelababy showed the audience how to use the new lipstick products. The
broadcast attracted over 5mn viewership and sold about 10,000 lipsticks, according to CBN
Weekly. We note that Maybelline had launched a live broadcasting series named, “Please,
Maybelline” in Tmall live broadcasting on October 13, 2016. We find that, by March 13, 2017,
Maybelline had broadcasted five episodes for this “Please, Maybelline” series in Tmall live
broadcasting. Each episode of the live broadcasting series had a theme and invited
celebrities or KOLs to the show. For example, in one episode, KOLs discussed about
makeup for Halloween, in another episode, KOLs discussed makeup for the Victoria Secret’s
show. The first episode of the series had 5m viewers and 3m interactions, according to
ebrun.com, an ecommerce focused portal. The second episode of the series received over
CNY110k pre-paid deposits, according to digitaling.com.
Pearl brother, a Taobao merchant that sells pearl: The merchant live broadcasted how he
cut the shells to get the pearl during Double 12 promotion period. On December 1st 2016, the
merchant sold over 1.2k pearls, and after one week of daily live broadcasting he acquired
tens of thousands of followers, according to imaijia.com, an ecommerce focused portal. Even
after Double 12, the merchant has been doing live broadcasting every day. According to
ebrun.com which interviewed the merchant in March 2017, ~40% of traffic and transactions
came from Taobao live broadcasting in March 2017. We note that the monthly sales volume
of the merchant’s pearl was about 2.8k, stated in the product page on March 13, 2017.
Therefore we estimate that about 1.1k (=2.8k*40%) monthly sales volume may come from
Taobao live broadcasting.
We see more content type of live broadcasting: In other standalone live broadcasting
apps, live broadcastings are mainly entertainment related, such as talent shows and online
game plays. In Taobao and Tmall live broadcasting, live broadcastings are mainly related to
sales. However, we have seen more and more Taobao and Tmall live broadcastings that
offer content beyond purely product information. For example, KOLs that sell cosmetics
teach users how to do a makeup, KOLs that sell clothes teach users how to match a coat
with jeans, cross-border ecommerce merchants broadcast how they source merchandise
from offline stores located overseas; merchants broadcast how their products are produced
in their plants; merchants play the musical instruments to show case them; merchants taste
the advertised food in the broadcast; merchants broadcast new product launch events, etc.
We expect these contents to help merchants and brands improve store/brand image and
establish a closer relationship with consumers.
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Fig 15 Live broadcasting

A KOL shows how to do a
makeup

A KOL demonstrates a coat

A cross-border ecommerce merchant shows
a pair of shoes in a Gucci offline store

A merchant broadcasts in her
factory

A merchant plays the Chinese musical instrument that she sells

A KOL broadcasts in a hot pot restaurant to promote hot
pot sauce

A brand broadcasts its new car launch event

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Potential incremental GMV from live broadcasts
We believe Alibaba’s live broadcasting can drive transactions because: 1) live broadcasting
is more information rich, resulting in better information quality and credibility; 2) merchants
can leverage the influence of KOLs and celebrities to attract fans and drive transactions.
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Assumptions:


Reported by Alizila, in December 2016, as many as ~40% of Taobao live broadcasting’s
viewers visited the promoted stores.



According to CNNIC, average order size per online shopper is CNY151.5.



We checked 50 live broadcastings in Taobao on 28 March 2017 and we find that the
average number of views were 52.9k per live broadcast.

In the table below, we estimate the potential incremental GMVs from live broadcasts with two
variables: numbers of daily live broadcastings & transaction conversion rate.
We calculate potential increment GMV from live broadcasts as: 365 days * number of daily
live broadcastings * 52.9k views per live broadcast* 40% * transaction conversion rate *
CNY151.5 average order size.
For example, if there are 9,000 daily live broadcasts and the transaction conversion rate is
2%, there could be potentially be CNY211b incremental GMV (=365 days * 9,000 daily live
broadcastings * 52.9k views per live broadcast* 40% * 2% transaction conversion rate *
CNY151.5 average order size).
As shown in the table below, the potential annual incremental GMV in FY18 could range
from CNY29b, or 0.6% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 0.5% transaction conversion rate and
5,000 daily live broadcasts) to CNY585b, or 12.3% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 5%
transaction conversion rate and 10,000 daily live broadcasts).
Fig 16 Potential increment GMV driven by live broadcasting
Daily number of live broadcasts
Incremental GMV in CNYb
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4.0%
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Transaction
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rate

9,000

10,000

Source: Mizuho research

Potential video ad revenues for live broadcasts
We believe the live videos may contribute incremental ad revenues with pre-roll or mid-roll
ads for Alibaba. Currently there are no pre-roll or mid-roll ads in the live videos.
Assumptions:


We checked 50 live broadcastings in Taobao on 28 March 2017 and we find that the
average number of views were 52.9k per live broadcast. Assuming that the number of
views for live broadcasts increases 22% with the replay function, the total average
number of views for a live broadcast (including replay of live broadcasts) may potentially
be 64.5k.



Assuming that the CPM of video ads could be USD3, or CNY20.7, the same as for
Youtube.



According to Alizila, the news hub for Alibaba, average daily number of Taobao live
broadcasts reached some 5,000 in December 2016, and we expect this number to grow.
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In the table below, we estimate the potential ad revenues for different numbers of live
broadcasts.
We calculate potential ad revenues from live broadcasts as: (CPM of CNY20.7/1,000) *
64.5k views per live broadcast * daily number of live broadcasts * 365 days.
For example, if there are 9,000 daily live broadcasts, there could potentially be CNY4.4b
annual video ad revenues (=CPM of CNY20.7/1,000 * 64.5k views per live broadcast * 9,000
daily number of live broadcasts * 365 days).
We estimate that the potential annual ad revenues for live broadcasts in FY18 could range
from CNY2.4b, or 1.1% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 5,000 daily live broadcasts) to
CNY4.9b, or 2.3% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 10,000 daily live broadcasts).
Fig 17 Estimate of potential video ad revenues for live broadcasts (CNYb)
Daily number of live broadcasts
Potential annual video ad revenues in CNYb
(=CPM of CNY20.7/1,000 * 64.5k views per
live broadcast * daily number of live
broadcasts * 365 days /1,000,000,000)

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000
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2.9

3.4

3.9

4.4

4.9

Source: Mizuho research
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Video in Alibaba
Summary
Merchants or KOLs can place videos in the product details page, storefront page, newsfeed,
and Weitao page. Merchants and KOLs can insert product purchase link, coupons and red
envelopes in their videos to help further drive conversion. Starting from September 2016,
Taobao and Tmall have been testing a new function that allows merchants to place a 60second mobile video in the product profile section.
Video has proven to show greater engagement in other social platforms including WeChat,
Weibo, Facebook and Twitter. We believe the videos can drive user engagement and
potentially lift purchase intent. According to Nielsen, which was commissioned by Facebook
to analyse video ads in Facebook, from the moment that a video ad was viewed, ad recall,
brand awareness and purchase intent were all lifted, and the longer the video watch time, the
more the lift to these metrics. As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page (note: the
page is for merchants to buy the mobile video service), during the three-month public testing
(ended in August) of the mobile video product the transaction conversion rate was improved
by about 16% on average.
To use the mobile video service, merchants can buy mobile video service packages which
charge based on data usage and time period. For example, if a merchant buys the Basic
package for CNY20 for one month, he will be entitled to 100MB video storage space and
10G video streaming data in one month. If merchants need more streaming data, they can
buy extra video streaming data (not extra packages). As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video
service page, 146.6k merchants have bought the mobile video product as of 28 March 2017,
more than three-fold the 46k as of 28 October, 2016. Yet this is a penetration rate of far less
than 5%. Therefore, we continue to expect upside in the merchant base that adopts videos.
33% of Twitter’s managed accounts had adopted videos by end 2015, according to Twitter.
Merchants can place videos in Weitao and product pages. We have tracked how brands
including Maybelline, Huawei’s Honor and Philips use videos to engage with users. We find
that they had posted just 15-21 videos in their Weitao pages between 1 May 2016 and 13
March 2017, and they placed videos for just 0-5 products among their top 50 bestselling
products. We believe the adoption of video is still in early stage, and we continue to see
upside in video adoption.
We believe Alibaba can generate incremental GMV by placing videos in the product page. As
shown in Fig 29 (page 23), we estimate the potential annual incremental GMV contribution
from videos in FY18 could range from CNY9b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 2%
video adoption rate and 4% improvement in transaction conversion rate) to CNY379b, or
8.0% of FY18 total GMV(assuming 20% video adoption rate and 16% improvement in
transaction conversion rate). On top of this, we also see the potential for Alibaba to generate
incremental GMV by enabling merchants to add product purchase links to videos. As shown
in Fig 24 (page 20), we estimate the potential incremental annual sales in FY18 could
potentially range from CNY8b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 0.5% transaction
conversion rate and 146.6k merchants that added product purchase link in video) to
CNY315b, or 6.6% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 5% transaction conversion rate and 546.6k
merchants that added product purchase link in video).
We also see the potential of promoted video feed ad revenues for Alibaba. As shown in Fig
30 (page 24), we estimate that the potential annual promoted video ad revenues for Alibaba
in FY18 could range from CNY2.2b, or 1.0% of FY18 total revenues (assuming CPM rate of
CNY22 and one video ad per day) to CNY12.2b, or 5.6% of FY18 total revenues (assuming
CPM rate of CNY25 and five video ads per day).
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Videos
Video in product details section: For example, as shown in the following chart, in the
brand Philips’ Tmall Flagship store, it placed a video in the product details section of a
vacuum cleaner to demonstrate the product details to users and show users how to use the
vacuum cleaner.
Fig 18 Video in product details page of Philips

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Video in storefront page: For example, as shown in the following chart, in Maybelline New
York’s Tmall Flagship storefront page, it placed a video commercial to promote its brand.
Fig 19 Video in storefront page of Maybelline New York

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Video in Weitao page: Weitao is a micro blog where merchants and KOLs can post feeds in
various formats such as pictures, articles and videos. In the Weitao page, there is a video
channel in which all feeds are video feeds. For example, as shown in the following chart, a
bakery store posted a video teaching users how to make a cream cake with its products.
Fig 20 Video in Weitao page posted by a bakery store

Taobao home page

Weitao page

Click the Weitao
tab to access
Weitao page

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Video in newsfeed: Newsfeed is a channel that aggregates feeds, such as videos, news,
shopping guide, articles about fashion trend, product tests, and others. For example, as
shown in the following chart, a video teaching users how to tell the authenticity of Adidas
Yeezy shoes.
Fig 21 Video in Taobao newsfeed page

Taobao home page

Taobao newsfeed page

Click the Taobao
newsfeed tab to
access the
newsfeed page

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Potential GMV driven by product purchase link in video
Video enables immediate purchase: Merchants and KOLs can insert product purchase
link in the videos, as shown in the charts below. When users are watching the videos, a
product purchase link will pop up, so that users can click to buy the product. We believe this
function can help drive sales. For example, as shown in the chart below, Phlips added a
purchase link for its electronic razor product, we find that the sales volume increased from 3
to 29 by 24 March 2017.
Fig 22 Product purchase link in a video

A product purchase
link pops up in the
video.
Users can click the
link to visit the
product page

Add to
shopping cart

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

In May 2015, YouTube launched a “click to shop” feature so that advertisers can add
product purchase links to video ads. For example, as shown in the chart below, Wayfair,
a home goods commerce company, inserted product purchase link in its video ads.
According to YouTube, Wayfair’s campaign “received more than 3x stronger revenue
performance for every impression being served”. The product purchase link in Youtube
directs users to shop in an external site, ie, users leave Youtube to complete
transactions. Different from Youtube, Alibaba can close the transaction loop, as users
can complete the purchase inside Alibaba.
Fig 23 Click to shop feature in Wayfair’s Youtube video ad

Product
purchase link

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Assumptions:


As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page, 146.6k merchants have bought the
mobile video product as of 28 March 2017.



We have checked 35 videos that attached product purchase links on 29 March 2017,
and we find that the average number of views per video was 76.1k.



According to CNNIC, average order size per online shopper is CNY151.5.
In the table below, we estimate the annual potential incremental GMV in FY18 driven by
the product purchase link with two variables: transaction conversion rate & number of
merchants that place product purchase link in video.
We calculate incremental GMV as: number of merchants * 76.1k views per video *
CNY151.5 average order size * transaction conversion rate.
For example, if there are 246,600 merchants that place product purchase link in video
and the transaction conversion rate is 2%, there could potentially be CNY57b
incremental GMV (= 246,600 videos with product purchase link * 76.1k views per video *
CNY151.5 average order size * 2%).
We estimate that the annual incremental sales in FY18 could potentially range from
CNY8b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 0.5% transaction conversion rate and
146.6k merchants that added product purchase link in video) to CNY315b, or 6.6% of
FY18 total GMV (assuming 5% transaction conversion rate and 546.6k merchants that
added product purchase link in video).

Fig 24 Potential increment GMV driven by videos with product purchase link
Number of merchants that place product purchase link in video
Incremental
GMV (CNYb)
Transaction
conversion rate
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Source: Mizuho research

Video enables promotional activities: Merchants and KOLs can place coupons and
red envelopes in their videos to incentive viewers. When users are watching the videos,
a coupon or red envelope will pop up, so that users can click to get the benefit. We
believe the promotions may help to drive viewership. For example, the video shown in
the chart below is about a makeup base product posted on 20 February 2017 by a
merchant, justbb; we find that this video attached a coupon and received 440k views by
24 March 2017. We find that on 26 February 2017, the merchant posted another video
about makeup base products without coupons, and that video received just 121 views by
24 March 2017. As explained previously, data from Vouchercloud.com suggests that
coupons can drive sales.
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Fig 25 A video with coupons

Fig 26 A video with red envelope

Coupon
Red envelope

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

What’s new about video?


Using video instead of pictures in the product profile section:
In the past: In the mobile Taobao and Tmall app, as mobile phone screen size is small,
a product page is typically presented in several screens. The first screen of a product
page is the product profile section, which presents the major information of the product
including the profile picture, name and price.
In the past, merchants can place only pictures in the product profile section in the mobile
Taobao and Tmall app. Starting from September 2016, Taobao and Tmall have been
testing a new function that allows merchants to place a 60-second mobile video in the
product profile section. We believe videos are more information rich than pictures,
therefore the use of videos can potentially lift conversion rate. According to a survey by
Animoto (an online video making firm), 4x as many consumers would rather watch a
video about a product than read about it, and 80% of consumers believe demo videos
are helpful. According to surveys by Invodo (an online video marketing firm), video
viewers were 1.7x more likely to buy than non-viewers. According to Nielsen, which was
commissioned by Facebook to analyse video ads in Facebook, from the moment that a
video ad was viewed, ad recall, brand awareness and purchase intent were all lifted, and
the longer the video watch time, the more the lift to these metrics.
In the charts below, we compared the product profile section for a product in the flagship
store of the brand, Beaba. In the past, the product profile section displayed the picture of
the product. Now, the brand places a video in the product profile section, so that users
can see the video upon entering the product page.
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Fig 27 The product profile section-in the past

Fig 28 The product profile section-now with video

Video of
the product

Pictures of
the product

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Potential GMV driven by videos in product page
To the use the mobile video service, merchants can buy mobile video service packages
which charge based on data usage and time period. For example, if a merchant buys the
Basic package for CNY20 for one month, he will be entitled to 100MB video storage space
and 10G video streaming data in one month. If merchants need more streaming data, they
can buy extra video streaming data (not extra packages).
Assumptions:


As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page (the page is for merchants to buy the
mobile video service), during a three-month public testing (ended in August 2016) of the
mobile video product the transaction conversion rate was improved by about 16% on
average. However, we expect the improvement in transaction conversion rate could
decline as the video adoption rate increases.



As stated in Alibaba’s mobile video service page, 146.6k merchants have bought the
mobile video product as of 28 March 2017, more than three-fold the 46k as of 28
October, 2016. However there are over 10mn active sellers in Taobao and Tmall,
according to Alibaba on its investor day. Therefore we estimate that the video adoption
rate is just 1.5%.



We believe the GMV scale of each seller varies, therefore each seller’s GMV as a
percentage of Alibaba’s total GMV is different. We assume that the top 20% of sellers (in
terms of GMV scale) contribute around 50% of Alibaba’s total retail GMV, the top 15% of
sellers contribute around 40% of Alibaba’s total GMV, the top 10% of sellers contribute
around 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, the top 5% of sellers contribute around 10% of
Alibaba’s total GMV, and the top 2% of sellers contribute around 5% of Alibaba’s total
GMV.



We expect video adoption to start with the top 2% of sellers, then expand to the top 5%
of sellers, the top 10% of sellers, the top 15% of sellers and lastly the top 20% of sellers.
In the table below, we estimate incremental GMV driven by videos in product page, with
two variables: video adoption rate and video’s impact on transaction conversion rate.
We calculate the potential incremental GMV from videos as: Sales of the merchants that
adopted videos as a % of Alibaba’s total GMV * our estimated FY18 total GMV of
CNY4,742b * percentage improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by videos.
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For example, under scenario A, if 10% of merchants use videos, these merchants’ sales
represent 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, and they see 16% improvement to transaction
conversion rate, Alibaba’s potential incremental GMV could be CNY190b (=25% of
Alibaba’s total GMV * our estimated FY18 total GMV of CNY4,742b * 16% improvement
in transaction conversion rate driven by videos).
We estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV from videos in FY18 could range
from CNY9b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 2% video adoption rate and 4%
improvement in transaction conversion rate) to CNY379b, or 8.0% of FY18 total
GMV(assuming 20% video adoption rate and 16% improvement in transaction
conversion rate).
Fig 29 Potential incremental GMV contribution from videos in product page
Potential incremental GMV contribution from videos in product page (CNYb)
Scenario A: 16% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by videos
Video adoption rate among all sellers
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Scenario A: Incremental GMV from videos (CNYb)
Scenario B: 12% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by videos
Video adoption rate among all sellers
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Scenario B: Incremental GMV from videos (CNYb)

Scenario C: 8% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by videos
Video adoption rate among all sellers
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Scenario C: Incremental GMV from videos (CNYb)

Scenario D: 4% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by videos
Video adoption rate among all sellers
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Scenario D: Incremental GMV from videos (CNYb)
Source: Mizuho research

Potential video ad revenues
We see the potential for promoted video feed ad revenues for Alibaba. Currently there are no
promoted video ads in Taobao and Tmall. We have seen Facebook, Weibo and WeChat
placing promoted video ads.
Assumptions:


We estimate that Weibo video ads CPM is around CNY22-25. We estimate that the
video ads CPM for Alibaba could be CNY22-25.



We estimate that the mobile MAU of Alibaba could be 595m in FY18 and we estimate
that the MAU/DAU ratio could reach 45% in FY18, therefore we estimate that the DAU of
Alibaba could be 268m in FY18.

In the table below, we estimate the potential promoted video ad revenues with two variables:
number of video ad seen by a DAU per day & CPM rate.
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We calculate potential promoted video ad revenues as: 268m DAU * 365 days * number of
video ad seen by a DAU per day * (CPM rate/1,000).
For example, if there are 2 video ads seen by a user per day and the CPM of video ad is
CNY25, there could potentially be CNY4.9b incremental ad revenues (= 268m DAU * 365
days * 2 video ads seen by a DAU per day * (CPM of CNY25/1,000)
As listed in the table below, we estimate that the potential annual promoted video ad
revenues for Alibaba in FY18 could range from CNY2.2b, or 1.0% of FY18 total revenues
(assuming CPM rate of CNY22 and one video ad per day) to CNY12.2b, or 5.6% of FY18
total revenues (assuming CPM rate of CNY25 and five video ads per day).
Fig 30 Potential promoted video ad revenues (CNY b)
Number of video ad seen by a DAU per day
Potential promoted video ad revenues (CNY m)
Video ad CPM rate (CNY)
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Source: Mizuho research

How brands use videos
We have tracked how brands including Maybelline, Huawei’s Honor and Philips use videos to
engage with users. We find that they had posted just 15-21 videos in their Weitao pages
between 1 May 2016 and 13 March 2017, and they placed videos for just 0-5 products
among their top 50 bestselling products.
How Maybelline uses videos:
We have checked Weitao feeds posted by Maybelline and we note that it posted 21 videos
between 1 May 2016 and 13 March 2017, as listed below. We note that Maybelline had
ramped up the usage of video since September: it only placed two videos prior to September
2016 but placed seven videos in September 2016. After September 2016, the usage
frequency and number of views for the videos dropped. The videos are mainly about its new
products and makeup skills. For example, the video that achieved the highest number of
views was posted on 30 September 2016, teaching users how to apply makeup when
traveling on National Holidays. The six videos between 1 September 2016 and 18
September 2016 demonstrated how to use the new product, V-Face duo stick, each video
getting over 10k views. In most of the other videos, there was no makeup teaching but just
models showing off the product, resulting in low viewership level.
Fig 31 Number of views for videos in Maybelline’s Weitao
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research

We have checked Maybelline’s top 50 bestselling products on 26 March 2017, and we note
that it placed videos in the product page for five products. The video may have helped with
sales. We note that Maybelline placed a video for its product, instant age rewind® eraser
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dark circles treatment concealer in the product page, and this product was the bestselling
concealer in Taobao and Tmall, with a monthly sales volume of 77,139 as of 26 March 2017.
We note that Maybelline placed a video for its lip gloss and this product was the number
three bestselling lip gloss in Taobao and Tmall, with a monthly sales volume of 3,191 as of
26 March 2017.
How Huawei’s Honor uses videos: We have checked Weitao feeds posted by Huawei’s
Honor and it posted 15 videos between 1 May 2016 and 13 March 2017, as listed in the
chart below. We note that the video usage of Huawei’s Honor is related to its new product
launch cycle. In July 2016, Huawei’s Honor launched its new Honor 8 mobile phone, and it
placed seven videos in July 2016. In October 2016, Huawei’s Honor launched its new Honor
6x mobile phone, Honor Pad 2 and Honor Watch S1, it placed four videos in that month. The
video that showed the testing of Honor V8 mobile phone under different situations was
posted on 24 October 2016 and got over 30k views, and it was posted on 8 November 2016
again and got close to 60k views. The video that received the third highest number of views
was a video that explained the Honor 8 mobile phone posted on 13 July 2016. We have
checked Honor’s top 50 bestselling products, and we note that Honor hasn't placed videos in
the product page for these products yet.
Fig 32 Number of views for videos in Huawei Honor’s Weitao
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research

How Philips uses videos:
We have checked Weitao feeds posted by Philips and we note that it posted 18 videos
between 1 May 2016 and 13 March 2017, as listed in the chart below. Philips had been using
videos more frequently in 2017: it placed three videos in January 2017 and three in February
2017, versus one video in November 2016 and two videos in October 2016. The number of
views for the videos posted in 2017 is higher than that in 2016. The video that explained a
hair drier product (model number: HP8258) was posted on 22 January, 7 February, 8
February and 6 March 2017, each getting over 6k views; but we note that this product was
ranked number 9 in terms of sales volume among hair drier product of Philips, probably due
to its CNY799 unit price which is higher than the CNY100-200 range for Philips’ other hair
driers.
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Fig 33 Number of views for videos in Philips’ Weitao
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We have checked Philips’ top 50 bestselling products on 26 March 2017, and we note that it
placed videos in the product page for five products. The video may have helped with sales.
Philips placed a video for its hair curling iron HP8663 in the product page, and this product
was its bestselling hair curling iron with a monthly sales volume of 2,169 as of 26 March
2017. We note that Philips placed a video for its steam hanging ironing machine GC508, and
this product was its bestselling steam hanging ironing machine with a monthly sales volume
of 2,758 as of 26 March 2017.
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Social @ Alibaba
Summary
We believe Alibaba is no longer a traditional ecommerce company but a social ecommerce
company. Alibaba has added social elements including Taobao newsfeed, Weitao, and
Communities, that brands, merchants, KOLs and users can use to engage with each other.
We estimate that mobile Taobao DAU/MAU ratio is 40+%, below the 66% for Facebook (in
4Q16) and 70+% level for WeChat (per our estimate). Therefore we believe Taobao app’s
user engagement level can have upside potential after adding the social elements. We
believe the social initiatives can increase purchase intent and thus conversion rate.
According to Annalect, a data analytics marketing firm, purchase intent was increased by
5.2x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets from both brands and influencers.
As of end-April 2016, Taobao newsfeed has already attracted more than 80mn MAU and
over 1,300 media partners, according to Alibaba. According to Alizila, Taobao newsfeed’s
MAU grew to more than 100m in December 2016, 25% up from the level in April 2016.
According to Taobao (reported by Sina), in December 2016, 60%+ of questions in Q&A were
answered within 10 minutes, up from the 50+% level in June 2016. Reported by
iwshang.com, the daily total visits for Taobao’s Q&A reached ~30mn in December 2016.
We looked into Weitao feeds of the brands including Maybelline, Huawei’s Honor and Philips
between May 2015 to February 2017. We find that these brands have been ramping up the
usage of Weitao in 2H16. In 4Q16, the peak season of ecommerce, the brands posted in
Weitao frequently: the average number of Weitao feeds posted per day was ~3.7 for
Maybelline, 3.6 for Honor and 2.8 for Philips. Maybelline’s flagship store has 3.5m followers
in Alibaba. We find that Maybelline’s flagship store in China also has a Weibo account. We
compared the number of feeds posted by Maybelline’s flagship store in Weitao and in Weibo.
We believe Weitao has become a more important user engagement channel for Maybelline’s
flagship store, as we find that: 1) starting from April 2016, the number of Weitao feeds posted
by Maybelline has been consistently and meaningfully higher than that of Weibo feeds; and
2) we find that even for the same content, the engagement level in Weitao could be higher
than that in Weibo.
Users can make purchases by clicking the product purchase link in Taobao newsfeed,
Weitao, shopping experience sharing and Q&A, and all these purchases are incremental for
Alibaba. As shown in Fig 42 (page 32), we estimate that the potential incremental GMV
contribution from the social channels could range from CNY21b, or 0.4% of FY18 total GMV
(assuming 0.5% transaction conversion rate and 75m aggregate daily users) to CNY401b, or
8.5% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 5% transaction conversion rate and 145m aggregate
daily users).
We see the potential for Taobao to place promoted feed ads in Taobao newsfeed and
Weitao. As shown in Fig 43 (page 33), we estimate that the potential promoted feed ad
revenues could range from CNY0.5b, or 0.2% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 90m
aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed & Weitao and one video ad per day) to CNY4.8b , or
2.2% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 160m aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed &
Weitao and five video ads per day).
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Taobao newsfeed
In the Taobao newsfeed, KOLs and content providers post content including news, shopping
guide, articles about fashion trend, videos, product testing feedback, and others. Readers
can click the product purchase link in the content to purchase the recommended products.
As of end-April 2016, Taobao newsfeed has already attracted more than 80mn MAU and
over 1,300 media partners, according to Alibaba. According to Alizila, Taobao newsfeed’s
MAU grew to more than 100m in December 2016, 25% up from the level in April 2016. As
Taobao newsfeed is accessible through the homepage of Taobao, theoretically, we believe
the newsfeed can have a maximum audience base of Taobao’s total MAU which was close to
500m.
Fig 34 Taobao newsfeed
Taobao home page

Taobao newsfeed page

A list of
newsfeed

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

The newsfeed can be in the form of videos, articles or even two-way interactive activities.
For example, as shown in the chart below, a KOL posted a feed in Taobao newsfeed,
asking people to vote for the biggest motivation for losing weight.
Fig 35 Voting activity in Taobao newsfeed

The voting result

Comments

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

For example, as shown in the chart below, a KOL, who is specialized in food tasting,
hosted a consultation session in newsfeed. The theme of this consultation was about
snacks. Users posted questions related to snacks, such as “what late night snacks do
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you recommend?” The KOL leveraged his expertise to answer the questions. The KOL
can insert product purchase links in his answers.
Fig 36 A consultation section hosted by a KOL in Taobao newsfeed

A user asked
“what late night
snacks do you
recommend?”
Information about
this consultation
The KOL
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attached product
purchase links of
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Weitao
Weitao, similar to the business page of Facebook, is the microblog for merchants and KOLs,
so that they can post updates to engage with users. Merchants and KOLs can post anything
from videos, introduction of newly released products, pictures featuring several products,
comments on certain topics and interactive activities such as a selfies competition. Taobao
users can follow the merchants/KOLs to see their updates. If Taobao users want to see all
posts from a particular merchant, they can visit the merchant’s storefront and then click the
Weitao tab there. If Taobao users want to see posts from all merchants/KOLs that they
follow, they can click the Weitao tab in the Taobao home page to access the Weitao channel.
We believe Weitao can have help drive transactions because merchants and KOLs can
attach product purchase links in their Weitao posts. As it is free to post Weitao feeds, any
sales generated through Weitao come at no incremental costs. For example, Luolai, a home
textile brand, generated CNY734.7k sales directly from Weitao on 11 November 2016,
representing 0.35% of its overall sales on Double 11, according to imaijia.com, an
ecommerce focused portal.
Fig 37 Weitao page of Maybelline
Maybelline storefront page
Weitao page of Maybelline

Click the Weitao
tab to see all
posts from
Maybelline

Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Fig 38 Weitao channel for users to see all Weitao posts
Taobao home page

Weitao channel

Maybelline’s post

Click the Weitao
tab to access
Weitao page

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Communities
Communities channel is a social platform for users to share shopping experiences, conduct
Q&A, and engage with other users or KOLs.
Three types of social interactions in Communities:
1) Shopping experience sharing: users can post feeds to share the products that they
have purchased and interact with other users. Each experience sharing can add a product
purchase link so that other users can simply click to buy the product. As shown in the
following charts, a customer posted a feed talking about her shopping experience for a BB
cream of Maybelline, and she attached a link to the product page, so that other users can
click to buy the mentioned product.
Fig 39 Shopping experience sharing
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Details of a shopping
experience sharing

Product page

Buy

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

2) Q&A: users can post questions to get responses from other users. The questions can be
shopping related questions such as asking people to recommend a product for a specific
purpose/occasion, asking people whether a product is good or not, and they can also be
non-shopping related questions, such as seeking advice for the theme of a party, seeking
advice for a suitable hair style, etc. As shown in the following charts, a user posted a feed
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asking other users to recommend a mascara, and the respondents can insert the purchase
link of the recommended dress. According to Alibaba in June 2016, there were about 1mn
peak daily questions, 2mn peak daily consumer participations in Q&A, and the engagement
was high as 20%+ of questions were answered within 1 minute and 50%+ questions were
answered within 10 minutes. According to Taobao (reported by Sina), in December 2016,
60%+ of questions were answered within 10 minutes, up from the 50+% level in June 2016.
Reported by iwshang.com, the daily total visits for Taobao’s Q&A reached ~30mn in
December 2016.
Fig 40 Q&A in Taobao
Taobao home page
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Details of a Q&A

Product page

Question

Answer

Buy

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

3) Interest group: users can join several interest groups in Taobao, for example, groups
about beauty, travel, second-hand goods and interesting shopping experience. In the interest
group, users can post feeds and interact with feeds posted by other users.
Fig 41 Interests group
User’s page

Taobao home page

Interest group channel

Interest group

An interest group

Users’ post

Interest group channel

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Potential incremental GMV driven by social initiatives
We believe that, by adding the product related contents in the Taobao newsfeed, Weitao and
Communities, Alibaba can become an information-rich and social-rich platform where users
can conduct information discovery efficiently and socialize with parties that are relevant to
their purchases or interests. With Weitao, users can receive updates from and interact with
merchants directly. According to Annalect, a data analytics marketing firm, purchase intent
was increased by 2.7x when Twitter users are exposed to Tweets from brands. According to
Market Probe International, 72% of Twitter users will be more likely to make a purchase from
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a small or medium business after they follow it. In the same way, we believe that purchase
intent can be lifted by social initiatives. As explained previously, users can make purchases
by clicking the product purchase link in Taobao newsfeed, Weitao, shopping experience
sharing and Q&A, and all these purchases could be incremental for Alibaba.
Assumptions:


According to Alizila, Taobao newsfeed’s MAU was more than 100m in December 2016,
equivalent to a DAU of around 45m (assuming a DAU/MAU ratio of 45%).



We estimate that DAU of Weitao could be similar to the 45m level for Taobao newsfeed,
given that Weitao and Taobao newsfeed both display feeds that may be of users’
interest.



According to iwshang.com. the daily visits for Q&A was 30m in December 2016.



As the product sharing channel resides in the same page with the Q&A channel, we
estimate that the number of daily visits for the product sharing channel could be the
same as the 30m for Q&A.



To be conservative, we assume a 50% overlap ratio among users in different channels.



Therefore, in aggregate, Taobao may be able to push a product to at least 75m DAU (=
50% * (45m DAU in Taobao newsfeed +45m DAU in Weitao +30m DAU in Q&A +30m
DAU in Shopping experience sharing) ) currently, and we expect the daily user base to
expand over time.



According to CNNIC, the average ecommerce order value is about CNY151.5.

In the table below, we estimate the potential incremental GMV driven by these social
channels, with two variables: daily user number and transaction conversion rate.
We calculate the potential incremental GMV as: number of daily users (excluding overlap) *
365 days * transaction conversion rate * CNY151.5 average order value.
For example, if the aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed, Weitao, Q&A and shopping
experience sharing channels (excluding overlap) is 105m, and the transaction conversion
rate is 2%, we estimate that the potential incremental GMV could be CNY116b (=105m daily
users * 365 days * 2% transaction conversion rate * CNY151.5 average order value).
As listed in the table, we estimate that the annual potential incremental GMV in FY18 could
range from CNY21b, or 0.4% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 0.5% transaction conversion rate
and 75m aggregate daily users) to CNY401b, or 8.5% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 5%
transaction conversion rate and 145m aggregate daily users).
Fig 42 Potential incremental GMV driven by social channels (CNYb)
Incremental GMV (CNYb)
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Potential incremental promoted feed ad revenues
Currently there are no promoted feed ads in Taobao newsfeed and Weitao. We see the
potential for Taobao to place promoted feed ads in these channels.
Assumptions:


We estimate that CPM for Weibo’s display promoted feed ad is CNY15-18. We assume
that the CPM of potential promoted feed ad in Taobao newsfeed and Weitao is
CNY16.5, the midpoint of CNY15-18.



As mentioned previously, we estimate that the DAU of both Taobao newsfeed and
Weitao is around 45m, therefore the aggregate DAU is around 90m currently, and we
expect the number to grow over time.

In the table below, we estimate the potential promoted feed ad revenues with two variables:
number of ads seen by a DAU per day and aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed and
Weitao.
We calculate potential promoted ad revenues as: aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed and
Weitao * 365 days * number of promoted feed ad seen by a DAU per day * average CPM
rate of CNY16.5/1,000.
For example, if the aggregate daily user base for Taobao newsfeed and Weitao is 120m, and
each user sees two promoted feed ads per day, we estimate that the potential incremental
promoted feed ad revenues could be CNY1.4b (=120m aggregate DAU for Taobao
newsfeed and Weitao * 365 days * 2 promoted feed ad seen by a DAU per day * average
CPM rate of CNY16.5/1,000).
As listed in the table below, we estimate that the potential annual promoted feed ad
revenues in FY18 could range from CNY0.5b, or 0.2% of FY18 total revenues (assuming
90m aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed & Weitao and one video ad per day) to CNY4.8b ,
or 2.2% of FY18 total revenues (assuming 160m aggregate DAU for Taobao newsfeed &
Weitao and five video ads per day).
Fig 43 Potential incremental promoted feed ad revenues (CNYb)
Ad revenues (CNYb)
Number of promoted
feed ad seen by a
DAU per day
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Merchants have been engaging more with users
We looked into Weitao feeds of the brands including Maybelline, Huawei’s Honor and Philips
between May 2015 to February 2017. We find that these brands have been meaningfully
ramping up the usage of Weitao in 2H16. In 4Q16, the peak season of ecommerce, the
brands posted in Weitao frequently: the average number of Weitao feeds posted per day was
~3.7 for Maybelline, 3.6 for Honor and 2.8 for Philips.
Huawei's Honor: Honor’s Weitao account has 5.5m followers, as of 21 March 2017. As
shown in the chart below, Honor has been stepping up activity level in Weitao significantly:
prior to March 2016, Honor posted less than 40 Weitao feeds every month; since May 2016,
Honor posted over 70 Weitao feeds every month, equivalent around 3 feeds per day on
average. In 4Q16, the average number of monthly Weitao feeds was 111, equivalent to ~3.6
feeds per day on average.
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Fig 44 Number of Weitao feeds posted by Huawei's Honor
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Philips: Philips’ Weitao account has 1.6m followers, as of 21 March 2017. As shown in the
chart below, Philips has been increasing activity level in Weitao: prior to April 2016, Philips
posted no more than 20 Weitao feeds every month; since April 2016, it posted more than 50
Weitao feeds every month, equivalent to over two feeds per day on average. In 4Q16, the
average number of monthly Weitao feeds was 85, equivalent to ~2.8 feeds per day on
average.
Fig 45 Number of Weitao feeds posted by Philips
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Maybelline: Maybelline’s Weitao account has 3.5m followers as of 21 March 2017, up from
2.8m as of 30 October 2016. As shown in the chart below, Maybelline has been stepping up
activity level in Weitao significantly: prior to April 2016, Maybelline posted less than 30
Weitao feeds every month; between April 2016 and August 2016, Maybelline posted 30-60
Weitao feeds every month; since September 2016, Maybelline posted over 90 Weitao feeds
every month, equivalent to more than 3 feeds per day on average. In 4Q16, the average
number of monthly Weitao feeds was 113, equivalent to ~3.7 feeds per day on average.
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Fig 46 Number of Weitao feeds posted by Maybelline
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Fig 47 Maybelline’s flagship store’s Weitao page

Fig 48 Maybelline’s flagship store’s Weibo page
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research

As shown in the charts above, Maybelline’s flagship store’s follower base of 3.5m in Weitao
is more than 100x the 0.034m in Weibo, suggesting that Weitao can help Maybelline reach a
bigger audience. We believe the main reason may be that Weitao has more content than
Weibo. We compared the number of feeds posted by Maybelline’ flagship store in Weitao
and in Weibo. We find that, starting from April 2016, the number of Weitao feeds posted by
Maybelline has been consistently and meaningfully higher than that of Weibo feeds, as
shown in the chart below.
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Fig 49 Number of Weitao feeds vs Weibo feeds of Maybelline’s flagship store
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Among Maybelline’s flagship store’s Weitao and Weibo feeds in February 2017, we find that
16 feeds are the same. Among these 16 feeds, we find that, for half of them, the number of
comments in Weitao was higher than that in Weibo. Among these 16 feeds, for 14 of them,
the number of “like’s in Weitao was higher than that in Weibo. Therefore, even for the same
content, the engagement level in Weitao could be higher than that in Weibo. For the two
Weibo feeds that were not available in Weitao feeds, one was the repost of a video from a
Weibo user, and the other one was a feed that @ a celebrity’s Weibo account to send her
happy birthday wishes. For the Weitao feeds that were not available in Weibo feeds, they
were mainly feeds about user’s product feedback, feeds that promote products with
purchase links, and feeds about makeup skills. Therefore the content in Weitao is more
extensive.
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Interface personalization
Summary
Another way Alibaba has been empowering its merchants to drive higher conversion and
GMV is with its user profiling ability—“a thousand people, a thousand faces” interface
personalization function. The personalization function was open to all Tmall and Taobao
merchants on 31 August 2016. Before the launch of interface personalization function,
merchants show a universal storefront interface to all visitors. With the personalization
function, merchants can segment customers into different groups based on customer labels
offered by Alibaba, and show different storefront interfaces to different customer groups.
According to Alibaba’s Juxingtai, during the testing period, the interface personalization
function has been tested by more than 700 merchants, and the overall transaction
conversion rate was increased by 12%. According to management in the earnings call, more
than 400,000 merchants customized their storefront interface for different consumer groups
during Double 11 promotions. Therefore the adoption rate is still less than 5%, and we
continue to see upside in adoption rate. For example, during double 11 promotion, CASIO
created a personalized page of users who like cameras. According to Taobao, CASIO’s
transaction conversion rate improved 28% with the storefront personalization. We have also
seen innovative marketing approaches with the help of the storefront personalization function
during Double 11 sales period. The merchant, Linshimuye, opened a new offline store in
Shaoxing city on 11 November 2016. On 3 November 2016, the merchant launched a
personalized storefront page for users in Shaoxing city. We believe Linshimuye’s initiative
can help drive targeted online traffic to offline store. According to Taobao, for the first three
days of operation, sales of the offline store in Shaoxing city were 31.5% higher than
budgeted. During double 11 promotion, Xiaomi personalized its storefront by geographical
locations, and at the same time, posted a Weitao feed that encouraged users to post
screenshots of their Xiaomi storefront pages in the comments.
Merchants can personalize their storefronts and personalize promotions in the product page.
In the product page, there is a section, seller’s product recommendation, which shows other
products recommended by the seller. In July 2016, Alibaba launched the intelligent product
recommendation tool, so that Juxingtai conducts the customization and show users
personalized product recommendation.
By far, Taobao and Tmall have enabled personalization in their home page, search page,
merchants’ storefront page and certain sections of product page. We expect Alibaba to
evolve into a fully personalized platform by leveraging its huge volume of data which covers
almost all aspects of users.
As shown in Fig 52 (page 40), we estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV from
storefront personalization in FY18 could range from CNY9b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV
(assuming 2% storefront personalization adoption rate and 4% improvement in transaction
conversion rate) to CNY285b, or 6.0% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 20% storefront
personalization adoption rate and 12% improvement in transaction conversion rate). As
shown in Fig 55 (page 42), we estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV from
intelligent product recommendation in FY18 could range from CNY7b, or 0.1% of FY18 total
GMV (assuming 2% intelligent product recommendation adoption rate and 3% improvement
in transaction conversion rate) to CNY261b, or 5.5% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 20%
intelligent product recommendation adoption rate and 11% improvement in transaction
conversion rate).
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Storefront personalization
The personalization function was open to all Tmall and Taobao merchants on 31 August
2016. Before the launch of interface personalization function, merchants show a universal
storefront interface to all visitors. With the storefront personalization tool, merchants can
show different interfaces to visitors of different gender, product preference, in-store
engagement level, location, age group, consumption power, etc. For example, Tmall, Nestle,
a food and beverage brand, and a marketing agency OgilvyOne China worked together to
conduct a testing for the interface personalization function. Visitors were segmented into
three groups: visitors who like snacks, coffee and dairy products. The storefront page was
different for each customer group. In initial tests, the personalization initiative lifted the
average conversion rate (converting customers from the main page to product pages) by
40%, and the transaction conversion rate by 50%, according to OgilvyOne China.
According to management in the earnings call, more than 400,000 merchants customized
their storefront interface for different consumer groups during Double 11 promotions. For
example, The brand CASIO personalized its storefront page for users who like cameras.
CASIO has multiple product lines and each product line includes multiple products, however
a user may be interested in just one product. As shown in the chart below, without
personalization, CASIO’s storefront page shows posters for multiple product lines including
watch, cameras, calculators and electronic musical instruments. Double 11 promotion,
CASIO created a personalized page of users who like cameras. As shown in the chart below,
this personalized page demonstrates CASIO’s different types of cameras with product
details. According to Taobao, CASIO’s transaction conversion rate improved 28% with the
storefront personalization.
Fig 50 CASIO’s personalized storefront page
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Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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We have also seen innovative marketing approaches with the help of the storefront
personalization function during the Double 11 sales period. One example is the merchant,
Linshimuye, which has both online and offline stores. According to Linshimuye, it is the top
seller of home furniture in Tmall. The merchant, Linshimuye, opened a new offline store in
Shaoxing city on 11 November 2016. On 3 November 2016, the merchant launched a
personalized storefront page for online users in Shaoxing city so that they can receive
coupons and membership privileges for the new offline store in Shaoxing city. We believe
Linshimuye’s initiative can help drive targeted online traffic to the offline store. According to
Taobao, for the first three days of operation, sales of the offline store in Shaoxing city were
31.5% higher than budgeted.
Xiaomi, the smartphone brand, personalized its storefront by geographical locations during
the Double 11 sales period, as shown in the charts below. For example, for users in
Shanghai, their storefront page showed the landmark buildings of Shanghai, such as the
Oriental Pearl Tower. Xiaomi posted a Weitao feed, telling users that they could see different
storefront pages and asking users to participate in its lucky draw activity. The luck draw
activity encouraged users to post screenshots of their Xiaomi storefront pages in the
comments, and rewarded winners with Xiaomi Note 2 F code. We believe this Weitao activity
can help draw traffic to its storefront. We find that this Weitao feed attracted 23k views,
received 677 “like”s and 3,979 comments.
Fig 51 Xiaomi’s personalized storefront pages

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Potential GMV upside from storefront personalization
Assumptions:


According to Alibaba’s Juxingtai, during the testing period, the interface personalization
function has been tested by more than 700 merchants, and the overall transaction
conversion rate was increased by 12%. However, we expect the improvement to
transaction conversion rate could decline as the adoption rate increases.
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According to management in the earnings call, more than 400,000 merchants
customized their storefront interface for different consumer groups during Double 11
promotions. There are over 10mn active sellers in Taobao and Tmall, therefore we
estimate that the adoption rate for storefront personalization is just 0.4%.



We believe the GMV scale of each seller varies, therefore each seller’s GMV as a
percentage of Alibaba’s total GMV is different. We assume that the top 20% of sellers (in
terms of GMV scale) contribute around 50% of Alibaba’s total retail GMV, top 15% of
sellers contribute around 40% of Alibaba’s total GMV, top 10% of sellers contribute
around 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, top 5% of sellers contribute around 10% of
Alibaba’s total GMV, and top 2% of sellers contribute around 5% of Alibaba’s total GMV.



We expect adoption of storefront personalization to start with the top 2% of sellers, then
expand to the top 5% of sellers, the top 10% of sellers, the top 15% of sellers and lastly
the top 20% of sellers.

In the table below, we estimate incremental GMV driven by storefront personalization, with
two variables: storefront personalization adoption rate and storefront personalization’s impact
on transaction conversion rate.
We calculate the potential incremental GMV driven by storefront personalization as: Sales of
the merchants that adopt storefront personalization as a % of Alibaba’s total GMV * our
estimated FY18 total GMV of CNY4,742b * percentage improvement in transaction
conversion rate driven by storefront personalization.
For example, under scenario A, if 10% of merchants personalize their storefronts, these
merchants’ sales represent 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, and they see 12% improvement in
transaction conversion rate, Alibaba’s potential incremental GMV could be CNY142b (=25%
of Alibaba’s total GMV * our estimated FY18 total GMV of CNY4,742b * 12% improvement
in transaction conversion rate).
We estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV from storefront personalization in
FY18 could range from CNY9b, or 0.2% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 2% storefront
personalization adoption rate and 4% improvement in transaction conversion rate) to
CNY285b, or 6.0% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 20% storefront personalization adoption
rate and 12% improvement in transaction conversion rate).
Fig 52 Potential incremental GMV contribution from storefront personalization
Potential incremental GMV contribution from storefront personalization (CNYb)
Scenario A: 12% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by storefront personalization
Storefront personalization adoption rate

2%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Sales of the merchants that personalize their storefronts as a % of Alibaba’s total
GMV(Mizuho estimate)

5%

10%

25%

40%

50%

28

57

142

228

285

Scenario A: Incremental GMV from storefront personalization (CNYb)

Scenario B: 8% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by storefront personalization
Storefront personalization adoption rate

2%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Sales of the merchants that personalize their storefronts as a % of Alibaba’s total GMV
(Mizuho estimate)

5%
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40%

50%

19
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Scenario B: Incremental GMV from storefront personalization (CNYb)

Scenario C: 4% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by storefront personalization
Storefront personalization adoption rate

2%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Sales of the merchants that personalize their storefronts as a % of Alibaba’s total GMV
(Mizuho estimate)

5%

10%

25%

40%

50%

9

19

47

76

95

Scenario C: Incremental GMV from storefront personalization (CNYb)
Source: Mizuho research
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Product page personalization
Intelligent product recommendation tool: in the product page, there is a section, seller’s
product recommendation, which shows other products recommended by the seller. This
function enables merchants to cross-sell products. In the past, merchants have to leverage
on their own experience and manually select relevant products, and different buyers see the
same set of product recommendations. In July 2016, Alibaba launched the intelligent product
recommendation tool, so that Juxingtai conducts the customization and show users
personalized product recommendations. For example, as shown in the charts below, the
seller’s recommended products are different for two different users. Merchants can enable
this tool in Juxingtai with just one click. We expect the intelligent product recommendation
tool to drive conversion and cross-sales.
Fig 53 Seller’s recommendation seen by one user

Fig 54 Seller’s recommendation seen by another user

Seller’s product
recommendation

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Potential GMV upside from intelligent product recommendation
Assumptions:


35% of what customers purchased on Amazon came from product recommendations,
according to McKinsey. We estimate that, after using the intelligent product
personalization tool, the sales from intelligent product recommendation could also
contribute around 35% of a seller’s total GMV in Alibaba.



According to Alibaba, the intelligent product recommendation tool lifts transaction
conversion rate by 45%. Therefore, we estimate that the incremental sales contribution
from the product recommendation tool could be around 11% (=35% -35% / (1+45%)).



We believe the GMV scale of each seller varies, therefore each seller’s GMV as a
percentage of Alibaba’s total GMV is different. We assume that the top 20% of sellers (in
terms of GMV scale) contribute around 50% of Alibaba’s total retail GMV, top 15% of
sellers contribute around 40% of Alibaba’s total GMV, top 10% of sellers contribute
around 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, top 5% of sellers contribute around 10% of
Alibaba’s total GMV, and top 2% of sellers contribute around 5% of Alibaba’s total GMV.



We expect adoption of the intelligent product recommendation tool to start with the top
2% of sellers, then expand to the top 5% of sellers, the top 10% of sellers, the top 15%
of sellers and lastly the top 20% of sellers.
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In the table below, we estimate incremental GMV driven by intelligent product
recommendation, with two variables: intelligent product recommendation adoption rate and
intelligent product recommendation’s impact on transaction conversion rate.
We calculate the potential incremental GMV driven by intelligent product recommendation
as: Sales of the merchants that adopt intelligent product recommendation as a % of
Alibaba’s total GMV * our estimated FY18 total GMV of CNY4,742b * percentage
improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by intelligent product recommendation.
For example, under scenario A, if 10% of merchants use intelligent product recommendation
tool, these merchants’ sales represent 25% of Alibaba’s total GMV, and they see 11%
improvement to transaction conversion rate, Alibaba’s potential incremental GMV could be
CNY130b (=25% of Alibaba’s total GMV * our estimated FY18 total GMV of CNY4,742b *
11% improvement in transaction conversion rate).
We estimate that the potential annual incremental GMV from intelligent product
recommendation in FY18 could range from CNY7b, or 0.1% of FY18 total GMV (assuming
2% intelligent product recommendation adoption rate and 3% improvement in transaction
conversion rate) to CNY261b, or 5.5% of FY18 total GMV (assuming 20% intelligent product
recommendation adoption rate and 11% improvement in transaction conversion rate).
Fig 55 Potential incremental GMV contribution from Intelligent product recommendation
Potential incremental GMV contribution from intelligent product recommendation (CNYb)
Scenario A: 11% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by intelligent product recommendation
Intelligent product recommendation adoption rate

2%
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15%

20%

Sales of merchants that use intelligent product recommendation as a percentage of
Alibaba’s total GMV (Mizuho estimate)
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Scenario A: Incremental GMV from intelligent product personalization (CNYb)

Scenario B: 7% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by intelligent product recommendation
Intelligent product recommendation adoption rate
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15%

20%

Sales of merchants that use intelligent product recommendation as a percentage of
Alibaba’s total GMV (Mizuho estimate)
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Scenario B: Incremental GMV from intelligent product personalization (CNYb)

Scenario C: 3% improvement in transaction conversion rate driven by intelligent product recommendation
Intelligent product recommendation adoption rate
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5%
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15%

20%

Sales of merchants that use intelligent product recommendation as a percentage of
Alibaba’s total GMV (Mizuho estimate)

5%
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40%

50%

7

14

36

57

71

Scenario C: Incremental GMV from intelligent product personalization (CNYb)
Source: Mizuho research

Potential for Alibaba to evolve into a fully personalized platform
The interface personalization function is enabled by Juxingtai, which is accessible in Qianniu,
a control panel that gives merchants access to tools that help them operate their storefronts.
Juxingtai offers a variety of customer labels. For example, merchants can select a target
consumer group with consumers who live in Tier 1 cities, have visited the storefront, and are
sensitive to coupons and discounts. We believe the customer labelling in Juxingtai is still
generic. We expect the customer labelling to become more specific, enabled by Alibaba’s
powerful online and offline user data.
By far, Taobao and Tmall have enabled personalization in their home page, search page,
merchants’ storefront page and certain sections of product page. We expect Alibaba to
evolve into a fully personalized platform. We believe the product page can be more
personalized. For example, for a smartphone’s product details page, a user who focuses
more on fashion should see the design description of the smartphone, while a user who
focuses more on technology should see the technology specifics of the smartphone. We
believe Alibaba can become a fully personalized by leveraging its huge volume of data.
Alibaba can collect user data from businesses in multiple verticals including finance,
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ecommerce, media, location & logistics and social. Alibaba has 500mn+ real demographic
information. Alibaba knows exactly what users buy, therefore the real transaction data can be
more powerful than user interest data. Ant Financial has penetrated into many offline
consumption scenarios in daily life including dining, shopping in retail stores and spending
for daily household services. Therefore, we see the potential for Alibaba to integrate online
and offline data to draw a more precise user profile.
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Financials
Fig 56

Summary income statement (CNYm)
Revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Research & development expenses
Gen & admin expenses
SG&A
Operating profit
Share based compensation
Operating profit - ex SBC
Pre-tax profit
Taxation
Minorities
Net profit
Normalised net profit

Mar 14
52,504
(13,369)
39,135
(5,093)
(4,218)
(14,215)
24,920
(5,110)
30,030
26,599
(3,196)
(88)
23,076
28,186

Mar 15
76,204
(23,834)
52,370
(10,658)
(7,800)
(29,235)
23,135
(10,773)
33,908
30,736
(6,416)
(59)
24,149
34,922

Mar 16
101,143
(34,355)
66,788
(13,788)
(9,205)
(37,686)
29,102
28,331
771
79,738
(8,449)
171
71,460
43,129

Mar 17E
156,839
(59,423)
97,417
(16,925)
(12,002)
(50,065)
47,351
(20,480)
67,831
50,882
(11,793)
2,352
41,441
61,920

Mar 18E
216,224
(82,355)
133,870
(24,217)
(16,433)
(66,705)
67,164
(25,623)
92,787
71,223
(15,954)
2,352
57,621
83,244

Mar 14
52.1%
44.0%
105%
181%
110%
74.5%
47.46%
53.7%
0.00%
13.5
12.02%
0.00%
8,030
27.37%
157%
1.40
18.37
(16.97)

Mar 15
45.1%
31.7%
24%
(2%)
16%
68.7%
30.36%
45.8%
0.00%
62.2
20.87%
0.00%
(55,600)
(38.23%)
28%
3.20
10.08
(6.88)

Mar 16
32.7%
70.7%
24%
189%
21%
66.0%
28.77%
42.6%
0.00%
88.3
10.60%
0.00%
(49,047)
(22.60%)
39%
4.49
8.27
(3.78)

Mar 17E
55.1%
26.4%
44%
(42%)
43%
62.1%
30.19%
39.5%
0.00%
104.2
23.18%
0.00%
(62,451)
(24.17%)
17%
4.20
6.94
(2.73)

Mar 18E
37.9%
26.6%
34%
39%
34%
61.9%
31.06%
38.5%
0.00%
126.9
22.40%
0.00%
(109,248)
(34.57%)
20%
4.41
7.24
(2.83)

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 57

Key ratios
Revenue growth
Net profit margin
Norm. net profit growth
EPS growth
Normalised EPS growth
Gross profit margin
Operating margin
Norm. net profit margin
DPS (CNY)
Dividend yield
BVPS (CNY)
Tax rate
Dividend payout ratio
Net debt (CNYm)
Net debt to equity
ROAE
Days of account receivable
Days of account payable
Cash cycle
Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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Fig 58
Summary balance sheet (CNYm)
Cash and equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepayments
Total current assets
Long-term investments
Net fixed assets
Total assets

Mar 14
33,045
269

Mar 15
108,193
1,067

Mar 16
106,818
1,416

Mar 17E
120,167
2,196

Mar 18E
166,964
3,028

67,833
20,689
5,581
111,549

142,109
48,488
9,139
255,434

134,070
120,853
13,629
364,450

155,708
149,645
19,075
420,572

212,600
164,041
26,522
501,083

Accounts payable
Customer deposits
Total current liabilities
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Shareholders' funds
Total liabilities & equity

649
4,711
37,384
500
70,731
29,338
111,549

667
7,201
39,672
2,595
97,363
145,439
255,434

885
7,314
52,039
2,584
114,561
216,987
364,450

1,373
12,488
66,951
2,677
131,594
258,428
420,572

1,893
16,129
87,825
2,808
156,836
316,049
501,083

Mar 14
26,530
(4,439)
4,593
26,379

Mar 15
27,506
17,311
(2,252)
41,217

Mar 16
35,732
7,789
15,019
56,836

Mar 17E
57,572
6,624
(6,179)
54,777

Mar 18E
78,852
10,778
(7,658)
78,611

26,379
(4,776)
21,603
75
(54,600)
9,267
30,396
(18,954)
11,442
31

41,217
(7,705)
33,512
52
(86,966)
87,385
33,045
41,636
74,681
56

56,836
(10,845)
45,991
40
(88,822)
(15,380)
108,193
(47,366)
60,827
38

54,777
(12,581)
42,196
44
(83,569)
(55)
106,818
(28,847)
77,971
21

78,611
(17,418)
61,193
30
(93,007)
120,167
(14,396)
105,771
15

Source: Company data, Mizuho research

Fig 59

Summary cash flow statement
Operating ebitda (CNYm)
Decrease in working capital (CNYm)
Other operating cash flow (CNYm)
Operating cash flow (CNYm)
Interest received (CNYm)
Tax paid (CNYm)
Cash flow from operations (CNYm)
Capital expenditure (CNYm)
Free cash flow (CNYm)
P/FCF (x)
Cash flow from investing activities (CNYm)
Cash flow from financing activities (CNYm)
Cash at beginning of period (CNYm)
Total cash generated (CNYm)
Implied cash at end of year (CNYm)
EV/EBITDA (x)
Source: Company data, Mizuho research
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